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MORPHINOMENAL MORPHOLOGY!
By Crystal Strickland, M.Ed, DT, CALT-QIT

If you're familiar with the term morphinomenal, you are probably a
parent of a child or were a child from the '90s and already know
that it means awesome! Since the early '90s, kids have been
mesmerized by a team of morphinomenal youths called Power
Rangers. These trained youths morph into their colorful superhero
costumes and use their various powers to defeat the enemy.  

Just as these superheros morphed from their ordinary forms into
dynamic forces, the study of how words are formed and changed
can be a powerful tool for defeating the challenges of reading. This
study of how words are formed is called morphology.  Morphology is
a crucial part of the reading process which leads to more efficient
reading comprehension.

It's Morphin' Time!
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MAGNIFYING MORPHEMES
Why does morphology matter?

Approximately 60% of new words acquired by children are morphologically complex.
This means they contain more than one meaningful part (e.g., respectful contains the
three morphemes re, spect, and ful). 
Morphemes frame spelling. Students who understand that suffix -ed is used to spell the
past tense of many verbs will be less likely to spell jumped as jumpt or leaned as leand.
Even though the sound of suffix -ed changes, the spelling stays the same and is reliable.
Think about prefixes con- and com- which mean with, together. Sometimes, the o
represents its short sound as in contact or compact; sometimes, the o represents the short
u sound as in connect or command.  If a student knows the prefixes, choosing the correct
spelling is less mysterious. Even if the sound changes, the spelling of the prefix remains
consistent.
Morphological awareness improves quality of written composition.  With improved
spelling and a deeper knowledge of word meanings, students develop a greater written
vocabulary.  Consider the different images that come to mind when reading the hot sun
compared to the scorching sun; think about the difference between feeling hungry and
feeling ravenous.  Morphology makes the difference!

"Morphological awareness is associated with
reading and spelling growth from 1st grade
onward, in parallel with phoneme awareness
and general print knowledge." Louisa Moats,
3rd Edition, Speech to Print, 2020

 morpho+logy
     (form or structure) + (study of)



MANIPULATING MORPHEMES
Modern English language comes from primarily the Anglo-Saxon, Latin, and Greek languages.

Knowing language of origin helps spelling. The hard /k/ sound in Latin words is spelled with c; in
Greek words, the hard /k/ sound may be spelled with ch.  
The  most commonly used words in English are from Anglo-Saxon.  
Latin words make up 60% of all English words.
Greek words begin to appear in text around 3rd grade in specialized words.  This is where ch
represents /k/, ph represents /f/, and y may represent the long or short sound of i.
Morphemes with different pronunciations in different contexts maintain a constant spelling.
Think of the difference in pronunciation of the words sign and signature; one contains a silent g.
Both originate from the Latin root signare which means to sign or seal.  

Students can become proficient spellers when explicitly taught these concepts and provided with
ample repetition and practice.
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Why are there so
many ways to

spell one sound?
The sound of /k/ can be

spelled as k, c, ck, q, qu, ch-
How do I choose the correct

spelling?

WHAT CAN PARENTS DO?
"I have one car, but you have three cars. I hear the sound /z/ at the end of cars. That means
that there is more than one car."
"That is the biggest fish I've ever seen. I added est to big. Big...est. 'est' means most. That fish
is the most big."

https://dyslexia.yale.edu/resources/educators/school-culture/building-a-word-rich-life-
for-dyslexics/
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/root-words-roots-and-affixes
https://fcrr.org/families

Parents can play games with their children to stimulate morphological awareness development. 

The following resources can help with developing morphological awareness:

Reading is important, because if you can read, you can learn anything
about everything and everything about anything. —Tomie dePaola

 
 
 


